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Introduction
▪ Short-term load forecasting (STLF) in climate change
–
–
–
–

prevent excessive power generation reserve (power system operation)
lower the use of fossil fuels (greenhouse gas emission reduction)
mitigate climate change
change the electric usage of users with a high price of electricity in peak hours (demand
response)

▪ So far, most deep learning-based STLF techniques require intact data
– but, many real-world datasets contain missing values
– learning models are usually created by separating missing imputation and STLF

▪ In this paper, we jointly consider missing imputation and STLF
– a family of autoencoder/LSTM combined models
– autoencoder, convolutional autoencoder, and denoising autoencoder are investigated for
extracting features, which is directly fed into the input of LSTM
– to realize missing-insensitive STLF through various experiments
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Deep learning methodologies
▪ Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
– load time series data, recurrent neural network (RNN) is often used for forecasting model
– LSTM solves the problem of gradient vanishing of recurrent neural network (RNN)

▪ Autoencoder (AE)
– unsupervised learning version of neural network (only the input value of data is learned)
– not simply copy the input directly to the output but control to learn how to efficiently
represent the data
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Deep learning methodologies
▪ Convolutional autoencoder (CAE)
– convolutional neural network (CNN) is used for encoder and decoder
– CNN is a neural network that uses convolution operations

▪ Denoising autoencoder (DAE)
–
–
–
–

an autoencoder with denoising capabilities
can be used for AE or CAE
reconstruct a partially corrupted input instead of the original input
achieve robustness to partial destruction of input by learning common latent
representations of the original and corrupted data
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Proposed models
▪ Denoising convolutional autoencoder (DCAE)/LSTM
– the best performing model of the proposed a family of autoencoders

–
–
–
–

the encoder consists of three layers of convolution and pooling
the filters in the convolution layers use gradually increasing structures to 5, 25, 125
7 days load image data are converted from the encoder output to 100 one-dimensional data
LSTM consists of four cells to forecast the next one day
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Simulation Parameters
▪ Data sets are obtained from Korea Electric Power Corporation (KEPCO)
✔ Data

sets consist of seven sectors (mining support service, education service, water
supply business, paper products manufacturing, information service, insurance and
pensions, and wooden products manufacturing)
✔ each with 600 days of power usage data
✔ peak loads of the customers span from 33kW to 12,342kW

▪ We leverage data preprocessing such as removing abnormal data points and
securing available data as much as possible.
– Eventually we use ten sets of customer data for each hyperparameter setting
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Experimental Set-up
▪ Totally, we set six types of learning model

MAPE : Mean Absolute Percentage Error

▪ To compare results of performance (MAPE)
– layer configuration, noise, model complexity
ex) DAE, CAE
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Forecasting results with intact data and missing data
Intact data

Missing rate 10%
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Performance evaluation of each customer
▪ When missing data 10%, the MAPE result for each customer

↓ 32%, 13%, 44%
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Average MAPE with different missing rates
▪ The convolution combined models show the best performance among
other methodologies
▪ Compared to traditional forecasting models of DNN and LSTM, the
combined models of extracting feature and forecasting achieve much
smaller error for all missing rates
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Additional experiments at a fixed missing rate
▪ MAPE comparison with 5% block missing

↓ 25%, 25%, 76%

▪ Inputs of LSTM and their comparison with 10% missing data
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Conclusion
▪ This paper presents a new forecasting method that is insensitive to
missing data
▪ We propose a family of autoencoder/LSTM combined models for
missing-insensitive short-term load forecasting
▪ The proposed convolution combined models generally achieve the
best forecasting performance among the proposed models
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